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Everyone knows, no matter the market, the aerospace industries are
constantly changing daily, arguably hourly. This state of constant evolution is
amplified when in emerging markets. The African aerospace market is
dynamic. To be successful doing business in, or with, the local markets, the
complexities of the continent need to be understood.
This is where Rothers comes in. Rothers Group’s Access Africa Alliance
(AAA) was established to enhance and encourage foreign aerospace
industries’ investment and involvement in African markets while
reciprocating the services for African entities looking for outward expansion.
Rothers’ AAA teams have the crucial local knowledge of best business
practices, cultural norms, preferred systems, technical requirements, and the
market nuances critical to successful business operations in the varied
environments within Africa. AAA’s local and integrated teams will translate
to clients’ confidence of consistent high quality results in the following
services:

• Technical Insights Research: Primary research on emerging

technology developments by companies, universities, and government labs
from across the globe; in-depth research, insight, intelligence, and analysis
of applications and technologies, including time frames for technology
commercialisation, and opportunities for licensing and collaboration,
including full contact details for the developers.
• Strategic Forecasting: Strategic analysis of service providers and
solution integrators, with emphasis on analysing sales and distribution
channel strategies, partnerships, and managed solution offerings.
• Customer Research: End-user research gathered through face-to-face
sessions, telephone interviews, and internet surveys; state-of-the-art
qualitative and quantitative analysis to help clients derive deep insights
into customer behavior and attitudes.
• Market Engineering Research: Measurement-based market research
and strategies developed through our exclusive market engineering
methodology; presents an accurate picture of the current and future global
marketplace to help clients uncover risks and market drivers, overcome
challenges, and take advantage of opportunities for growth.

The Rothers Group is a collective centre of companies
providing equipment brokerage, strategic advisory,
and investment funding services to multi-national
companies in the aerospace and aerospace-related
technology industries.

